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Geometric origin of intrinsic spin hall effect in an
inhomogeneous electric field
Anwei Zhang 1✉ & Jun-Won Rhim1,2✉

In recent years, the spin Hall effect has received great attention because of its potential

application in spintronics and quantum information processing and storage. However, this

effect is usually studied under the external homogeneous electric field. Understanding how

the inhomogeneous electric field affects the spin Hall effect is still lacking. Here, we inves-

tigate a two-dimensional two-band time-reversal symmetric system and give an expression

for the intrinsic spin Hall conductivity in the presence of the inhomogeneous electric field,

which is shown to be expressed through the geometric quantities: quantum metric and

interband Berry connection. We show that for Rashba and Dresselhaus systems, the inho-

mogeneous intrinsic spin Hall conductivity can be tuned with the Fermi energy. On the other

hand, when people get physical intuition on transport phenomena from the wave packet, one

issue appears. It is shown that the conductivity obtained from the conventional wave packet

approach cannot be fully consistent with the one predicted by the Kubo-Greenwood formula.

Here, we attempt to solve this problem.
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The spin Hall effect (SHE) is a spin-accumulation phe-
nomenon on the boundaries of a 2D system caused by the
spin-dependent transverse deflection of the charge

current1–4. This phenomenon has received significant attention
because it can be applied to spintronics by offering a core
mechanism for the generation and detection of spin current5,6.
Depending on the origin of the SHE, it is categorized into
intrinsic and extrinsic SHE. While the relativistic spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) plays a crucial role in both cases, the intrinsic
SHE arises from the intrinsic band structure, whereas the
extrinsic one is due to the impurities with large SOC7–10. The
intrinsic SHE has been of great interest because its underlying
mechanism is irrelevant to the random impurities unlike the
extrinsic case and the giant spin Hall conductivity (SHC) of
several materials such as Pt is presumed to be originating from
this effect6,11–26.

While the previous works are mostly performed in spatially
uniform fields, it has been noted that the application of non-
uniform fields could lead to a variety of new phenomena27,28, and
even offer us access to various geometric quantities of Bloch wave
functions. In an inhomogeneous electric field, the Hall con-
ductivity is related to the Hall viscosity for Galilean invariant
systems29–31, the semiclassical equations of motion gain correc-
tions depending on quantum metric32, and the intrinsic anom-
alous Hall conductivity (AHC) is expressed through quantum
metric, Berry curvature, and fully symmetric rank-3 tensor33.
Moreover, the nonreciprocal directional dichroism, i.e., the dif-
ference of the refractive index between counterpropagating light
fields, is connected with quantum metric dipole34.

In this paper, we investigate the intrinsic SHC in the inho-
mogeneous field. We consider a two-dimensional two-band sys-
tem respecting time-reversal symmetry to suppress the
anomalous Hall effect. Using the Kubo–Greenwood formula, we
obtain the leading correction to the conventional intrinsic SHC in
the uniform electric field. We show that such a leading term,
which is the square term of the electric field wave vector, depends
on band velocity as well as gauge-invariant geometric quantities:
quantum metric and interband Berry connection. For Rashba and
Dresselhaus systems, we show that the SHC under a nonuniform
field is no longer a universal value. Instead, it can be adjusted by
tuning the Fermi energy of the system which allows us to
manipulate the spin current.

In this work, we also address an issue about the incompatibility
between the Kubo–Greenwood formula and the semiclassical
wave packet approach revealed in the anomalous Hall effect33. To
this end, we expand the perturbed Hamiltonian in terms of vector
potential rather than the scalar potential and construct the wave
packet by the superposition of wave functions in the upper and
lower bands rather than the single lower band. We show that thus
obtained wave packet yields the SHC and AHC consistent with
the Kubo–Greenwood formula.

Results
Two-band model. We consider the two-dimensional two-band
Hamiltonian

H0 ¼
_2k2

2m
þ ∑

2

i¼1
diðkÞσ i; ð1Þ

where k ¼ jkj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2x þ k2y

q
is the modulus of the electron

momentum, σi is the Pauli matrix, and di(k) is an arbitrary real
function. The two eigenenergies of this Hamiltonian are given by

ε±,k= ℏ2k2/2m ± d(k), where dðkÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d21ðkÞ þ d22ðkÞ

q
. The cor-

responding Bloch wave functions are obtained as
eik�rð± ðd1ðkÞ � id2ðkÞÞ=d; 1ÞT=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. We impose the restriction

di(k)=− di(−k) to reflect time-reversal symmetry of our system.
The Rashba and Dresselhaus Hamiltonians, representative time-
reversal symmetric models, satisfy this relationship. Under such a
restriction, the eigenvalues of the system are even functions of the
momentum k.

Spin Hall conductivity. In this paper, we consider in-plane
electric field polarized along the x-direction and propagating
along the y-direction as illustrated in Fig. 1a, i.e.,
E ¼ Exbxeiqy�iωt+c.c.35. Then the induced transverse spin Hall
conductivity in the static limit ω→ 0 is given by the
Kubo–Greenwood formula

σSHðqÞ ¼
�2e_
S

∑
k

Im
�hbj zy ik;qhbvxi�k;q�

Δε2k;q
; ð2Þ

where −e is the charge of the electron, S is the area of the system.
We define hbOik;q � hu�;k�q=2jbOjuþ;kþq=2i and Δεk,q≡ ε−,k−q/2−
ε+,k+q/2, where ju± ;ki are the periodic part of Bloch wave
functions for the upper unoccupied band (+) and the lower
occupied band (−) respectively, as shown in Fig. 1b. Here q ¼ qby
represents the momentum transfer due to the modulation of
the electric field, bvx ¼ ∂kxH0=_ is the velocity operator along

x-direction, and bj zy ¼ _fσ3;bvyg=4 ¼ ð_2ky=2mÞσ3 is the spin
current operator polarized perpendicular to the xy-plane and
flowing alone the y-direction.

In the uniform field limit (q→ 0), we have the conventional
intrinsic SHC

σð0ÞSH ¼ �e_2

mS
∑
k

ky
Δεk

Ax
þ�; ð3Þ

where Ax
þ� ¼ ihuþ;kj∂kx ju�;ki is the interband or cross-gap Berry

connection36,37 along x-axis and Δεk≡ Δεk,0= ε−,k− ε+,k denotes
the energy difference between two bands at a given momentum.
Here the relation hu�;kjσ3juþ;ki ¼ �1 is used.

For nonuniform external electric field with long wavelength
excitation, the SHC can be expanded as σSHðqÞ ¼ σð0ÞSH þ qσð1ÞSHþ
q2σð2ÞSH þ Oðq3Þ. Due to the time-reversal symmetry of our system,
the band velocity and interband Berry connection are odd
functions of k. As a result, the q-linear term vanishes after
integration over k. Then the q2 term becomes the leading term for
the deviation of the SHC from its value under uniform electric
field, which is given by (see Supplementary Method 1)

σð2ÞSH ¼ e_2

4mS
∑
k
ky

2gyy
Δεk

Ax
þ� þ

∂ky ðv�;y � vþ;yÞ
Δε2k

Ax
þ� þ v�;x � vþ;x

2Δε2k
∂kyA

y
þ�

"

þ 2_2ðv�;x þ vþ;xÞðv�;y þ vþ;yÞ
Δε3k

Ay
þ� � 3_2ðv�;y þ vþ;yÞ2

Δε3k
Ax
þ�

#
;

ð4Þ
where v ± ;i ¼ ∂kiε± ;k=_ is the group velocity along i-axis (i= x, y),
Ay
þ� ¼ ihuþ;kj∂ky ju�;ki is the interband Berry connection with

respective to ky, and gyy is the Fubini-Study quantum metric38 for
the filled band given by

gyy ¼ Re½h∂kyu�;kjuþ;kihuþ;kj∂kyu�;ki�: ð5Þ
Here we have used the relation hu± ;kjσ3ju± ;ki ¼ 0, which

means that spin-up and -down are equally distributed.
Under the gauge transformation ju± ;ki ! eiϕk ju± ;ki, both the

interband Berry connection and quantum metric are invariant.
Therefore, the correction in (4) is also gauge-invariant. If we
impose a further restriction for our system: dj(k) is a linear
function of the momentum, i.e., ∂2kidjðkÞ ¼ 0, our result (4) can be
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further simplified because ∂ki ðv�;i � vþ;iÞ ¼ 4Δεkgii in such a
case39.

The theory can be extended to more general case. When the
term ℏ2k2/2m in the Hamiltonian (1) is replaced by d0(k) which
satisfies the restriction d0(k)= d0(−k), the spin current operator
will become bj zy ¼ ∂ky d0ðkÞσ3=2. As a consequence, the factor

ℏ2ky/m in the results (3) and (4) is simply changed to ∂kyd0ðkÞ.

Rashba and Dresselhaus models. Let us consider the Rashba
model given by HR

0 ¼ _2k2=2mþ αkyσx � αkxσy , where α is the
strength of the Rashba SOC. For this system, we have interband
Berry connection Ax

þ� ¼ ky=2k
2, Ay

þ� ¼ �kx=2k
2, and quantum

metric gyy ¼ k2x=4k
4. Using (3) and (4), the SHC up to q2-term is

evaluated as

σRSHðqÞ ¼
e
8π

1þ _4q2

16m2α2
11� 5mα2

4_2εF

� �� �
; ð6Þ

where εF is the Fermi energy. As shown in Fig. 2a, one can adjust
the intrinsic SHC by tuning the Fermi energy, which is unlike the
uniform electric field case. This provides us with a new way to
manipulate spin current. It is worth noting that in the homo-
geneous field case, SHC in other systems can be tunable40–42. The
SHC (6) obtained from the geometric formula (4) matches well
with the exact result from (2) as εF grows and q decreases as
plotted in Fig. 2a, b. This is due to the fact that the perturbation
method for expanding the conductivity is valid for small q=Δε2k .

If we perform the transformation: d1(k)↔ d2(k) and α→ β, the
Rashba system changes to the Dresselhaus model with the
Hamiltonian HD

0 ¼ _2k2=2m� βkxσx þ βkyσy , where β is the
Dresselhaus coupling strength. Under such transformation,
the band structure and quantum metric remain the same, while

the interband Berry connection changes its sign: Aj
þ� ! �Aj

þ�.
As a result, the SHC of the Dresselhaus system becomes

σDSHðqÞ ¼ � e
8π

1þ _4q2

16m2β2
11� 5mβ2

4_2εF

� �� �
: ð7Þ

There is a sign different from the result of the Rashba model.
There are many materials, whose electronic structures are

descried by the Rashba or Dresselhaus model, such as (i) 2D
interfaces of InAlAs/InGaAs43 and LaAlO3/SrTiO3

44, (ii) Si
metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) heterostructure45, and (iii)
surfaces of heavy materials like Au46 and BiAg(111)47,48. By using
the well-known experimental techniques probing intrinsic spin
Hall effect4,7,9,49,50, we expect to detect the intriguing Fermi level-
dependence of the q2-term of the SHC under the spatially
modulating electric field by tuning its wavelength.

Apart from Rashba and Dresselhaus system, the theory is also
applicable to the two-dimensional heavy holes in III-V semi-
conductor quantum wells with the cubic Rashba coupling51,52:
HC

0 ¼ _2k2=2mþ iαðk3�σþ � k3þσ�Þ=2, where k±= kx ± iky and
σ±= σx ± iσy. In such a material system, d1(k) and d2(k) are
respectively αkyð3k2x � k2yÞ and αkxð3k2y � k2xÞ, which can reflect
time-reversal symmetry. Here we should note that the angular
momentum quantum numbers of the heavy holes is 3/2, so the
spin current operator is bj zy ¼ 3ð_2ky=2mÞσ352 and the results (3)
and (4) should be multiplied by 3.

Wave packet approach. Conventionally, people get physical
intuition for transport phenomena from the semiclassical analysis
conducted based on the wave packet dynamics. However, it was
mentioned that the AHC calculated from the single-band wave
packet method could be inconsistent with the one predicted by
the Kubo–Greenwood formula33. We show that we should

Fig. 1 Schematic of the two-dimensional two-band system. a A two-dimensional system under consideration. The inhomogeneous in-plane electric field
E is applied. Spin Hall current jzy flows perpendicular to the polarization direction of the applied field. b Energy bands model in one quadrant with the Fermi
energy εF higher than the nodal energy. The temperate is taken as zero. ju±;ki are the periodic part of Bloch wave functions for the upper unoccupied band
and the lower occupied band, respectively.

Fig. 2 The correction to the SHC. a The green and red solid lines are the correction q2σð2Þyx with the dimensionless wave vector ℏ2q/(mα)= 0.4 and ℏ2q/
(mα)= 0.2, respectively. b The green and red solid lines are the correction q2σð2Þyx with the dimensionless Fermi energy ℏ2εF/(mα2)= 0.4 and ℏ2εF/
(mα2)= 0.2, respectively. The correction is in the unit of e/(8π). The solid lines are drawn from Eq. (6). The dotted lines are drawn from the
Kubo–Greenwood formula (Eq. (2)) with the corresponding parameters.
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construct the wave packet from two bands for the AHC or SHC
to be consistent with the Kubo–Greenwood formula.

Under the presence of the external field, the Hamiltonian of the
system is H ¼ H0 þH0. Here H0 is the perturbative coupling
term with the field, which is given by

H0 ¼ ebvxAx; ð8Þ
where Ax= (Ex/iω)eiqy−iωt+c.c. is the vector potential. It’s worth
noting that in order to get the transverse conductivity, we expand
the perturbed Hamiltonian in terms of the vector potential rather
than scalar potential53.

A wave packet is usually constructed from the unperturbed
Bloch wave function within a single band. However, this
conventional way gives inconsistent results with the
Kubo–Greenwood formula when calculating AHC33. Besides, as
can be seen from (3) and (4), the SHC results from the interband
coupling. The single-band wave packet method will yield a null
result for the SHC. Therefore, we use both the upper and lower
bands to construct the wave packet as

ψ�ðtÞ
		 
 ¼ Z dkaðk; tÞeik�r

		u�;k�q
2


þ H0
þ�

Δεk;q

		uþ;kþq
2


 !
; ð9Þ

where H0
þ� ¼ huþ;kþq=2jH0ju�;k�q=2i is the transition matrix

element, and the amplitude a(k, t) satisfies the normalization
condition ∫dk∣a(k, t)∣2= 1. One can note that the Bloch wave
functions in the upper band are involved in constructing the wave
packet in the same manner as the first-order stationary
perturbation scheme for the lower band. A similar wave packet
structure can be found in Ref. 34,54 and in the non-Abelian
formulation55.

The spin current flowing alone y-direction can be evaluated as

jzy ¼
_

2S
∑
kc
ð _Ry" � _Ry#Þ; ð10Þ

where kc is the momentum of the wave packet, and Ryσ ¼
hψ�σðtÞjbryjψ�σðtÞi is the average position of the spin-σ part of
the wave packet given by jψ�"ðtÞi ¼ ð1; 0Þjψ�ðtÞi and
jψ�#ðtÞi ¼ ð0; 1Þjψ�ðtÞi for spin-up and -down, respectively.

Since the expression hψ�σðtÞjbOjψ�σðtÞi is actually
hψ�ðtÞj2bOþ sgnðσÞfσ3; bOgjψ�ðtÞi=4, we have

_Ryσ ¼ ψ�ðtÞ
� 		bvy=2þ sgnðσÞbj zy =_ ψ�ðtÞ

		 

; ð11Þ

where sgnðσÞ ¼ 1ð�1Þ for spin-up(down). It is worth to note
that in this paper, we use the classical form of the spin current
operator bj zy ¼ _fσ3;bvyg=49,25 to substitute the effective spin
current operator ð_=2Þdðbryσ3Þ=dt56. Besides, for time-reversal
symmetric system, there is no anomalous Hall effect, i.e.,
hψ�ðtÞjbvyjψ�ðtÞi ¼ 0. Therefore in such a case, the velocities in

spin-up and -down basis satisfy the relation: _Ry" ¼ � _Ry#
¼ hψ�ðtÞjbj zy jψ�ðtÞi=_, which indicates that the spin-up and
-down part of wave packet have opposite velocity. On the other
hand, for time-reversal symmetry breaking system, the charge
current along y-direction is

jy ¼
�e
S
∑
kc

_Ry ¼
�e
S
∑
kc
ð _Ry" þ _Ry#Þ; ð12Þ

where Ry ¼ hψ�ðtÞjbryjψ�ðtÞi ¼ Ry" þ Ry# is the position of the
wave packet.

The spin current and charge current can be written in the same
form j ¼ 1

S∑kc
hψ�ðtÞjbjjψ�ðtÞi, where bj is bj zy for spin current or

bjy ¼ �ebvy for charge current. Substituting (9) into it, we have

j ¼ 1
S
∑
kc

Z
dka2ðk; tÞ

�
u�;k�q

2

		bj 		uþ;kþq
2



H0

þ�
Δεk;q

þ c:c:: ð13Þ

According to Fermi’s golden rule, we take ω as− Δεk,q/ℏ for
the transition matrix element H0

þ� and Δεk,q/ℏ for the transition
matrix element H0

�þ. Then from (8) and (13), the conductivity
j/(Exeiqy−iωt) can be obtained as

σðqÞ ¼ �2e_
S

∑
kc

Im½hbjikc;qhbvxi�kc;q�
Δε2kc;q

; ð14Þ

where σ(q) represents the SHC or AHC depending on the choice
of bj. Here we have taken ∣a(k, t)∣2 ≈ δ(k− kc), i.e., the wave packet
is sharply peaked at the momentum kc. One can note that the
Kubo–Greenwood formula is reproduced from the wave packet
approach, i.e., the two-band wave packet approach is compatible
with the Kubo–Greenwood formula.

Discussion
In this paper, we use vector potential to expand the perturbed
Hamiltonian and then construct the wave packet. In semi-
classical theory, one usually adopts scalar potential:
H0

s ¼ �eϕðxÞ. To show the link between the wave packets
constructed from these two gauges, here we consider the case of
q= 0. Under such a case, the transition matrix element becomes
H0

þ� ¼ huþ;kjH0ju�;ki ¼ �ieΔεkA
x
þ�Ax=_, which can be written

as H0
þ� ¼ eEAx

þ� if we take into account of the Fermi’s golden
rule. Here E refers to E � bx. As a consequence, the wave packet
(9) becomes

ψ�ðtÞ
		 
 ¼ Z dkaðk; tÞeik�r

 		u�;k


þ eEAx
þ�

Δεk

		uþ;k


!
; ð15Þ

which is the same with the wave packet constructed from the
perturbed Hamiltonian H0

s ¼ �eϕð0Þ þ eEx þ Oðx2Þ at first-
order approximation34.

In this work, we mainly restrict our system to the time-reversal
symmetry. If we relax our restrictions, the leading correction to
the SHC is generally the first-order term of the electric field wave
vector q:

σð1ÞSH ¼ �e_2

2mS
∑
k

∑
s¼±

ky
vs;y
Δε2k

Ax
þ� � vs;x

2Δε2k
Ay
þ�

� �
; ð16Þ

where the interband Berry connection A+− is generally not an odd
function of k. If we break the time-reversal symmetry by adding
the mass term Mσ3 to our Hamiltonian, we will have σð1ÞSH ¼
ðe_2=2mSÞ∑k;skyσ�þ½ðvs;y=Δε2kÞReAx

þ� � ðvs;x=2Δε2kÞReAy
þ��,

where σ�þ ¼ hu�;kjσ3juþ;ki ¼ �dðkÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dðkÞ2 þM2

p
.

Here, we investigate the system with a two-by-two Hamilto-
nian. One future direction would be to study the intrinsic SHE for
the system with four-by-four Dirac Hamiltonian H0 ¼ d0ðkÞþ
∑5

i¼1 diðkÞΓi7,8, where d0(k), di(k) are real functions of the
momentum k, and Γi are four-by-four Dirac matrices satisfying
the anti-commutation relations {Γi, Γj}= 2δij.

In summary, we have studied the intrinsic spin Hall con-
ductivity for a two-dimensional time-reversal symmetric system
under an inhomogeneous electric field. We derive a formula for
the leading correction, which is second-order in the electric field
wave vector, to the conventional intrinsic spin Hall conductivity
under the uniform electric field and show that it is determined by
the gauge-invariant geometric quantities: quantum metric and
interband Berry connection. We show that for Rashba and
Dresselhaus systems, the inhomogeneous intrinsic spin Hall
conductivity is adjustable with the Fermi energy and the electric
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field wave vector. We demonstrate that the incompatibility
between the conventional wave packet description and the
Kubo–Greenwood formula can be addressed by the modified
wave packet approach.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
authors on reasonable request.
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